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Sulong is an LLVM IR interpreter on top of the JVM that can be used to execute code
written in C, C++, and other languages [1]. To reach the performance of native code, it uses
a dynamic compiler to compile frequently executed functions to machine code.

However, program parts that are executed often but not as part of a function call are either
compiled  too  late  or  never  at  all,  resulting  in  high  start-up  costs  and/or  low  peak
performance. An example are long-running loops that are executed as part of the main()
function.

On-stack replacement (OSR) is a well-known technique to address this problem, as it allows
switching between different representations of a function (e.g. interpreted and compiled)
while this function is executed. The Truffle language implementation framework on which
Sulong  is  based  provides  an  OSR mechanism [4];  however,  it  requires  that  loops  are
identified before execution.

The goal of this thesis is to implement OSR for Sulong based on Truffle's OSR mechanism.
To this end, loops in the LLVM IR should be identified, as the IR level only contains branch
statements. The loop information should then be used to change the interpreter to benefit
from Truffle's OSR mechanism.

The scope of this thesis is as follows:

• Implementation of a loop detection mechanism in Sulong.

• Changing the interpreter to benefit from detected loops using
Truffle's OSR mechanism.

• An evaluation of the changes in terms of warm-up and peak
performance on benchmarks.

Explicit non-goals are:

• Exploiting loop information in every possible case. A simple
solution that works in the majority of the cases is preferred to
a complicated one that works in every case.
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